By IRVING SLUTZ

The Heat was tapped. I lead a dog's life, anyway, it's guilt by association, that's what it is. Just because I like my food in three flavors, this fellow Stugatz comes along and makes unfounded accusations I did my bit for the K-9 Corps during the war, but lately business has been terrible. Drat it, that ain't money. But Senator Stugatz, when informed of their intention, said something about a "bureaucratic煤炭", and that's straight from the horse's mouth. We've been "led a cat's life" and "the heat was tapped." I lead a dog's life, anyway, it's guilt by association, that's what it is. Just because I like my food in three flavors, this fellow Stugatz comes along and makes unfounded accusations I did my bit for the K-9 Corps during the war, but lately business has been terrible. Drat it, that ain't money. But Senator Stugatz, when informed of their intention, said something about a "bureaucratic coal mines."
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Miniature Reviews

"Father is a Bachelor" (P-FS)
Father of the naughty boy who couldn't afford two bucks for a wedding present.

"Return of Jesse James" (P-FS)
Local bandleader buys a bracestraw hat for a good show and a small farm.

"Peggy" (P-SM)
The story of a legless horse who feels his oats. The horse speaks bad English—such a bare bop flap.

"Winchester '73" (P-TW), Sequel to "Colt Northside 777." The FBI trails interstate banana thief.

"Briers" (P-TW), woman with big Sierras romances man with white spats—all the color of the old West.

"Mark of the Gorkille" (P-TFS)
Harry Truman's boyhood told in the picturesque setting of Chicago zoo. One of the year's best documentaries.

"The Flying Mistle" (I-TFS)
Pandemonium breaks loose when research on a super-powered intestinal microbe is researched. Pandemonium breaks loose when research on a super-powered cosmic microbe is researched. Pandemonium breaks loose when research on a super-powered microbe is researched. Pandemonium breaks loose when research on a super-powered microbe is researched. Pandemonium breaks loose when research on a super-powered microbe is researched. Pandemonium breaks loose when research on a super-powered microbe is researched.

"Cuttle Queen" (I-FS)
The oddest shocking story of five old cows who open a bordello. Recommended for idiots only.

"My Forbidden Past" (I-SM), U.S. Marshall's sequel to Salvage the Slugsnut from sandfleas. Good kids' b.o.

"Kangaroo Kid" (I-SM), Australian version of "Son of the Great Horned Bird.""The Mt. Vernon Communist Party Peace Rally" (I-T). This is the best show in town. Be sure to miss it too.

"Outrage" (I-WFT), Tender love story of two Afghanistani omnologists who find that killing two birds with one stone is easy.

"Neuma" (I-WFT), Beautiful Sylvana Magneto scores her first success since "Bitter Joe." Laid in Mohawk Territory.

"Locast in the Painted Hills" (V-FS), The moving story of one dog's search for a tree. Guaranteed to wet your pint. A bladder picture was never made.

"Quebec" (I-FS), This low-budgetiller answers the age-old question, "Can two people live happily in the shadow of a manhole cover?"

"Appointment with Danger" (P-FS) A Dr. Danger tale; Dan Diamond exterminates a nest of rattlesnakes. Danger saves Gotham City from poodles.

"Lucky Nick Come" (V-TW), Delightful revival of old Bible story.

"Three Husband s" (V-TW), Mathematicians explore nature's trigonometric functions. Wife dies in the end from bed sores.

"You're in the Nevy Now" (V-TFS), Adapted from the best sell, Yes you Can Be Successful in Moonshining.

"Fort Savage Riders" (V-TFS), A music-maker's tale; Dr. Savage takes over the West.
The Daughters of the American Counter-Revolution, while not disapproving of the sale of "Hoppalong Chastity" belts, did object strongly to literature (HIKA in a plain, unmarked wrapper) accompanying the merchandise, and threatened to prosecute under the provisions of the First Amendment. While the opportunity was at hand, they insisted upon going on record as against colored TV.

MOSCOW! He threatened personal investigation of Kenyon College, and hinted that his search would include the Library and the International Relations Club. He was suspicious of the debate team as well, declaring that "HONEST and LOYAL citizens don't need tricky arguments and DOUBLE-TALKING discusssions to be AMERICAN!" Undoubtedly, McYohe concluded, this corruption has its focal point at WKCG. "I'm sure," he said, "that there is a short wave radio set in that building!"

A rather large, unwholesome woman inquired hopefully about the possibility of the Pure Food and Drug Commission's conducting an investigation into the products of the program's sponsor, but seemed quite disturbed when told that the Commission would undoubtedly investigate the whole Food and Drug situation at Kenyon very thoroughly.

The sponsors, makers of ALCOHOL, were unavailable, but people connected with the show were confident: "Y'awl stick with ALCOHOL. they shouted, Hand ALCOHOL will stick with yew!" Furthermore, they maintained that ALCOHOL had always tried to maintain Kenyon traditions, and vice versa.

Col. Robert R. McYohe, noted historian, outspoken American patriot, and newspaper publisher, charged the perpetrators of the Bird Show with personal slander, MacArthur, the Ivy Club, and the Aqua Velva Club. Knarf modestly predicted failure of the suits, "At any rate," he said, "Old Birds never in the TWO-FACED hands of die; they just fly away."

Dealers! Operators! Disc Jocks! It's New!

On the way to the top of the best seller charts!

DON'T FENCE ME IN!!!! (It's different)

Words and Music by RICHARD CONTINO

Nothing like it has ever been recorded!

ASCAP — BMI — FFR — PDQ

The "Everybody Loves that Hadacol" balladeer appears ready to confirm his hit wax streak with another big item, this one the story of the confused lad who couldn't stand to be in an enclosure, and just laid down and died, but whose spirit took the form of an accordion and brought him immortality. Here is a song so BIG it can't die — it can only fade away, after making its share of nickles.

GONE RECORDS — The Greatest
Yes! GONE now on SANDPAPER

definitely for you

INTERWOVEN SOCKS
BOTANY & WESBLEY TIES
BOTANY WOOL SCARFS
BOTANY WOOL ROLES
ARROW & ESSLEY SHIRTS
YOUR FAVORITE BRANDS IN SHAVING NEEDS

RUDINS
DEPARTMENT STORE
Mount Vernon  Ohio

I dreamt I went to Hollywood
In my Maiden-Form bra

"that was twenty years ago. When I woke up, and remember that I was doing three-a-day in a crum- my off-Broadway theatre, I decided to hell with it. Now I'm an agent. For 10 per cent, I can make YOUR dreams come true. Remember,

I PUT ESTES KEFAUVER WHERE HE IS TODAY!"
Mergers Spark Biz

Dr. J. Lee, and Gambier's favorite son, Dr. Grossman, filed a joint assumed name in probate yesterday. They intend to specialize in Aspirin cure for veterinary ailments. Grossman was the late Flicka's V. D.

Also merging were J. Chalmers Rape of Lara, of Jim the Ripper in "The Rape of Laura," passed out with God Speed in New York, May 3.

Numerous other scores made him a potent B. O. lure. Honorary pall bearers will be: J. Chalmers, S. B. Cumming, George "Raunch" Alliegro, and several other of his Bowery Chums. Services are Monday at the First Church of Christ Scientist at 3 p.m.

He is survived by his wife Ann, and two sons: Major and Whim. Bordello concession will go to the elder son, Major.

OBITUARIES

J. PIERMOUNT RENTSCHLER


Numerous other scores made him a potent B. O. lure. Honorary pall bearers will be: J. Chalmers, S. B. Cumming, Froge Thorston and several other of his Bowery Chums. Services are Monday at the First Church of Christ Scientist at 3 p.m.

He is survived by his wife Ann, and two sons: Major and Whim. Bordello concession will go to the elder son. Major.

GEORGE ALLIEGRO

George "Raunch" Alliegro, noted Malvene, N.Y., public citizen and meat packer was found dead in his leopard-skin upholstered mahogany convertible last night. The car was found at a dead-end in a nearby Mt. Vernon cemetery. Footprints were discovered upside down on the dashboard and police authorities suspect foul play.

Alliegro was known as a faithful showman and a hardworking partyman, and was well-beloved by his associates. In the meat packing business he built up a nationwide reputation, and developed a small independent concern into the largest in its field of operation.

Services will be held tomorrow night at 4 p.m. Flowers have poured in from every state in the Union since Alliegro's death last night.

It is expected that the Alliegro business will continue to grow and expand under the wise tutelage of the deceased's many friends.

DOROTHY'S LUNCH

STEAKS  CHOPS  SANDWICHES  BEER

Gambier  OHIO

Cochran Motor Sales, Inc.

14 W. OHIO AVENUE

MT. VERNON, OHIO

Laundry & Dry Cleaning

Mt. Vernon City Laundry and Cleaners

Kenyon College Agencies:
Olly Gayley — Middle Hanna
Herb Ullmann — Barracks 4

Featured this Week

CORDUROY

Sports Coat

9.90

You can't beat this coat for these.
Fine pinwale corduroy in a host of Spring Colors—Maroon, Green, Leather, Spruce, Siles 34 - 44.

AT PENNEY'S IN MT. VERNON

Casper Gilch creates theSheetiest picture of the year!

The meretricious director of "Index Finger," "A Tree Grows In Ypsilanti" and "Pubic Enemy No. 1".... and "Smorgasbord Hill" and "The Postman Always Rings 69 Times"..... exposes through the medium of his camera the big city's undercover activities!

Starring:
PERRY KALE CONRAD QUILT SPRING MAYD

Produced by ARTIFICIAL INSEMINATION

FROM A STORY (?)

20-
... and he's typical of thousands of radio listeners. Let's face it, it's this kind of idiot who buys YOUR product. SQUEEZE HIM DRY with "Live Like A Big Fat Capitalist," another mellow-reeni package deal from Mutual Radio Corporation... the spieling is MUTUAL